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Greetings Colleagues.  As I write this, I am in full fall planning mode and by the time 

you read this, we will have several weeks of teaching behind us.   

The start of the year is always exciting – for all of us in the education world, September 

will always represent the start of a new  year – new students, brand new books, new ide-

as to try, and refining and honing our schedules so that hopefully life is less hectic (good 

luck with that!) 

I was fortunate this summer to take in several events that will lend themselves to another 

successful teaching year.  Of course my summer always starts with our Tuffnell Fiddle 

Camp.  This year was our 10th and last camp, so the four days were bittersweet.  This 

camp brings to life our wonderful tradition of old time fiddling music, as well, all campers enjoy the amazing comradery 

that comes with making music together.   If you have never had the opportunity to take in or participate in an old time 

jam session, I encourage all of you to find one in your area.  Trust me, you will love it!  

Hot on the heels of our camp, I had the pleasure of attending the Summer School for Solo Voice in North Battleford.  To 

say I was glad to be there is an understatement as the week before we were in the middle of massive rain falls, which 

were accompanied by washed out roads and highways.  As a piano player, I was in somewhat unfamiliar territory, how-

ever, I truly enjoyed the camp and was pleased to have a glimpse into the vocal world.   

Another huge highlight of the summer was the CNCM Summer Sizzle and Keyboard Kamp. What a pleasure it was to 

not only be on the organizing committee of this piano pedagogy symposium, but to also  welcome, on behalf of the 

SRMTA, CNCM principal Debra Wanless from Ontario, as well as to welcome the 16 composers from across Canada 

who came together to work with the camp students and teachers.  It was an action packed two days and I was pleased to 

be a part of it.   

As fall descends upon us, I encourage all of you to make a renewed commitment to our organization.  I know in our busy 

lives we tend to get very focussed in our own world.  Teaching, organizing recitals, planning exam pieces, and volunteer-

ing in our local music communities all take a tremendous amount of energy.  However, I know how much I enjoy coming 

together with my colleagues in the Yorkton branch.  I find our meetings stimulating, thought provoking and most of all, a 

lot of fun.  Coming together with like minded people is the best way to build up your energies and spirits.   We all have a 

lot to offer each other! 

I am looking forward to seeing all of you in October at our fall convention! With best wishes for a successful teaching 

year. 

SRMTA Objectives 

The objectives of the Association shall be: 

 

TO PROMOTE A HIGH STANDARD OF TEACHING 

 to promote the interest of its members by stimulating them through workshops, masterclasses, and conferences 

 to promote progressive ideas and methods in the teaching of music 

 to encourage systematic preparation in the art of teaching and to stimulate the acquirement by its members of a high 

standard of musicianship and general culture 



SRMTA Code of Ethics 

 

The Saskatchewan Registered Music Teacher will……. 

 

 teach to the best of his/her ability and always promote a positive professional image 

 always respect the dignity of the student and the work of another teacher 

 keep the trust under which confidential information is exchanged 

 refrain from proselytizing another teacher’s students by inducement, innuendo, or insinuation 

 be candid but kind and objective when advising a student of his/her abilities 

 have fair and honourable business practices at all times in dealing with students and the Association 

 not misrepresent his/her own professional standing or advertise in a misleading manner 
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TO FOSTER AN INTEREST IN THE ORGANIZATION 

 to promote a spirit of comradeship and by encouraging members to serve on branch, provincial and national councils 

where appropriate 

 to encourage and foster the formation of local branches composed of members of the Association at suitable centres 

throughout Saskatchewan 

 to speak with one voice on provincial and national issues and always advocate on matters of concern for the profes-

sional musician and for the student of music 

 

TO PROMOTE CONTINUING EDUCATION BY AND FOR THE TEACHER 

 to encourage the sharing of ideas that would be useful to members and students by giving workshops or writing ped-

agogical articles for the Association’s newsletter 

 

TO MAINTAIN THE RECOGNITION OF MUSIC AS A CREDIT IN HIGH SCHOOL AND IN POST SEC-

ONDARY INSTITUTIONS 

 

TO PROMOTE AND MAINTAIN THE STATUS OF PROFESSIONAL MUSIC TEACHERS IN THE PROV-

INCE 

 to promote and assist all movements designed to improve the teaching of music and foster the interest of the public 

in music and for these purposes to join with other societies and associations having like aims and objects in further-

ing these purposes to promote and maintain the status of professional music teachers in the province by educating 

the public on the importance of a qualified teacher and by encouraging upgrading and by keeping informed through 

workshops, periodicals and conferences 

OPUS 

http://www.brandonu.ca/music
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Let’s Go TEAM, Let’s Go! –Keeping up to the Sports Mentality—

Submitted by Anita Kuntz 

 

Have you ever stopped to consider one of the biggest competitions for our student’s time and energy is sports – particu-

larly the one that starts with the letter ‘H’.  

 

Each year, I moan and groan about the ‘H_ _ _ _ _ ’ parent mentality and I whine to whoever will listen to me. The fact 

is if parents would put as much time, energy and money into music education, as they do into sports, we wouldn’t have 

to have the conversation about how to keep our students motivated when it comes to music education.   

 

Why is it parents are willing to sacrifice time and energy, and thousands of $$$ on equipment, fees, clinics, tryouts, ho-

tels and meals week after week for this one sport? They are willing to drive thousands of miles, spend weekend after 

weekend in hotels and in cold arenas and then they go around and tell everyone how much they enjoyed it!  

 

Okay, I admit it – I am just down-rite JEALOUS! Let’s face it; if we asked our parents to spend money on hotels, ad-

mission, meals, etc… all winter long so they can participate in a different music recital every weekend they would think 

we were crazy! So then why does common sense and practicality go out the window when it comes to other sports and 

activities?  

 

Maybe some of the enthusiasm is actually about belonging and being a part of a ‘team’. Maybe some of the enthusiasm 

is about the relationships they foster with other members of the team. Maybe the success is realized knowing that it 

takes 6 players on every shift to play the game – and each of them can offer SOMETHING to be successful.  

 

Musicians, on the other hand – spend a lot of their time alone, by themselves going over the same thing day after day 

and the sometimes the progress is so slow it is hardly noticeable, and like it or not, there is very little glory of the ‘game’ 

to go with it.  

 

Although most of us are self employed – and have our own studios, maybe it is time for us to think of OUR sport in 

more of a ‘team’ sense. We all face many of the same challenges, we all want to be successful and I am sure we all 

agree that much like others, our sport also requires the same skill development, focus, coordination, self discipline, de-

termination, and hard work. So, if we are spending more time complaining about our student numbers or commitment 

maybe it is time to change our game plan and consider the following: 

http://www.myc.com/
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1. We must believe that music is a vital part of our education.  If we don’t believe it, how are we suppose to con-

vince our parents and students that? Let’s start selling it for what it is: an EDUCATION which can’t really be com-

pared to a sport at all.  

 

2. We (music educators) must have a common goal to promote music, whatever genre that is. WE NEED EACH 

OTHER. Each link is important and has something to contribute. Contrary to what we might believe, we are not in 

competition. 

 

3. Our job is to mentor, encourage and develop all the players of the game. Let’s face it, if we put most or all of 

our time and energy into the ones we think are talented, think of all the ones who surprised us along the way that we 

would have missed out on.   

 

4. We must teach our students the IMPORTANCE of performance. Somehow we have to teach them that they 

should be proud of what they can do, and even if they are not the star player, performance is a part of the gig! That 

means we must provide them that opportunity to play and perform in the ‘game’.  

 

5. Enthusiasm and encouragement is equally as important as criti-

cism. We can always look for improvement, but we can give encourage-

ment along the way and it is okay to say – YOU GOT IT once in a 

while! Be careful that you don’t mix sugar coating in there because chil-

dren actually like the truth! Make sure they are exposed to excellence 

along the way whether it is recordings or live performances.   

 

6. Professional development is essential as we must spend time devel-

oping our ‘coaching’ skills. Just because you know how to play your 

instrument, it does not necessarily make you a good teacher. (Ask a par-

ent who has had a bad coach!) 

 

7. We must teach our children how, why and what to practice be-

cause good practice is directly linked to a successful lesson.  

 

8. We need to ensure our students want to work to reach our expecta-

tions.  

 

9. Find ways to develop ‘team’ spirit. Encouraging duets, trios, ensem-

bles – or just an old fashioned jam session develops skills which will 

help them in their individual quest.  

 

10. NEVER lose the JOY of the ‘game’.  

 

This game is not for the weak, the lazy or the whimps! It takes a lifetime 

to develop and just when you think you know it all – there is more to 

learn. It can be done alone, or in a group. It has the ability to lift your 

spirit when you are down and at the same time, bring tears to your eyes. 

Our sport is one of the few that can be enjoyed from the beginning of 

your life right up to the end of it and includes people of all ages, races, 

sizes, and abilities.  
 

http://www.dwpiano.ca/
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Let’s get out there and cheer loud and be proud of what we do! Remember, every single musician starts out as 

an excited and enthusiastic beginner at one time, so it is OUR JOB as ‘coaches’ to keep the momentum going! 

As Vince Lombardi said - "The achievements of an organization are the results of the combined effort of each 

individual." 
 

About Anita Kuntz – Anita is currently the Sask. Coordinator for Music for Young Children®. She has taught MYC for 

over 25 year and has a passion to promote and share music wherever she is. Besides teaching, you can find her on the 

golf course or volunteering her time as a choir director, lay minister and accompanist. She has been an active member 

of the Estevan and District Music festival for over 20 years and is currently finishing up her term on the board of direc-

tors of the Sask Music Festival Assoc.  

New on the Net!  

Lynette Sawatsky, for her new release Waddle and Quack has created a Coloring Station, where stu-

dents/anyone  can download  the illustrations from her book as well as a Voting Station, where stu-

dents/anyone can vote for their favourite composition/illustration! 

http://www.redleafpianoworks.com/
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PUBLICATION INFORMATION 

 

OPUS is published three times a year:  

October, January, and June 

 

OPUS  SUBMISSIONS 

September 15th for October 1  Issue 

December 15 for January 15  Issue 

May 15 for June 1 Issue 

 

Article submissions must be sent electronical-

ly in an editable format (e.g. Word, .rtf, or in 

the body of an email). 

 

Photos (black and white, or colour) must be 

sent electronically as an image file (e.g. jpg, 

tiff, pdf). The minimum resolution for photos 

is 300 dpi.  NOTE: Avoid reducing the photo 

to send it by email. 

 

ADVERTISING RATES 

Per Issue 

Inside front/back, back cover $180.00 

Full page—$160 

Half Page—$100 

Quarter Page—$50 

Business Card—$35 

 

Ads need to be submitted by email as a camera 

ready image. Ads may be submitted in colour 

or black and white. 

 

Send all submissions to: OPUS  Editor 

Email: catherinem@sasktel.net 

 

DISCLAIMER 

The views and opinions expressed in OPUS are not neces-

sarily those of SRMTA, nor does SRMTA endorse the 

products or  services advertised in OPUS . 

 

www.srmta.com 

SRMTA Portfolios Available Now! $15.00 ea 

Contact lkells@sasktel.net to order!  

 
NEWNEW

Dorothy Bee Scholarship 

—submitted by Gregory Chase 

I would like to thank SRMTA for the Dorothy Bee Memo-

rial Scholarship.  I appreciate receiving this scholarship 

which will go towards the tuition of my master's degree at 

University at Buffalo (online). My studies and research 

will concentrate on Music Learning Theory (the sequential 

process that our brain learns and processes music) with 

emphasis, but not isolated to, the male brain. 

I look forward to sharing insights of what I learn in a se-

ries of articles in OPUS. 

Again, thank you SRMTA for the Dorothy Bee Memorial 

Scholarship. 
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The Lyell Gustin Memorial Piano Scholarship Competition Report 

- submitted by Lynn Ewing 

Our competition had an excellent response from SRMTA this year.  Taking place on Saturday, May 31st, 

2014, the competition was held at Emmanuel Anglican Church (formerly St. James Anglican Church) in Sas-

katoon.  

 

We received eight entries in total with one cancellation.  Competitors included (alphabetically):  Thomas Hu 

(Saskatoon), Dominic Ong (Saskatoon), Presley Redekopp (Pambrun), Jordin Tilbury (Saskatoon), Kristian 

Wenaus (Regina), Susan Winmill (Clavet), and Matthew Zheng (Saskatoon). 

 

Before awarding the scholarships, Mr. Peter Jancewicz, our adjudicator from Calgary, spoke briefly about 

Walter Thiessen, late of Saskatoon , who really created the competition that we have today.  Walter ran this 

competition from its inception for some twenty years with ingenuity, good humour and tact.   Mr. Jancewicz 

paid tribute to Walter’s enthusiasm for this prestigious competition that has become such an important and 

lasting memorial for Dr. Lyell Gustin,  We are all indebted to Walter for his efforts on behalf of our students. 

Susan Winmill, student of Lynn Ewing, received first place and the $500.00 Gustin/Trounce Heritage Commit-

tee Inc. scholarship.  Kristian Wenaus, student of Sarah Konecsni, was awarded second place and the $300.00 

Saskatchewan Registered Music Teachers’ Association scholarship. Thomas Hu, student of Bonnie Nicholson, 

was given third place and the Saskatoon Registered Music Teachers’ Association scholarship for $100.00. 

We would like to thank the teachers who prepared students for competition.  They include:  Lynn Ewing, Sa-

rah Konecsni, and Bonnie Nicholson.  

 

Next year’s competition will take place in Saskatoon, Saturday, the 30th of May, 2015.  I hope to hold it once 

again at Emmanuel Anglican Church and will let you know the name of the adjudicator as soon as I have it 

confirmed.  I must receive applications by January 31st, 2015, for next May’s competition. 
 

Summer Percussion Residency Program—submitted by Marj Klassen 

 

This summer I attended the Percussion Residency Program at the University of Saskatchewan, which was in 

conjunction with the Brass Residency Program during the week of August 5-9.  The mornings were spent play-

ing along with the brass band. For the majority of the time, Tom Davoren, a Welsh composer, conducted us. 

He composed one of the selections we prepared called Ascension.  We also worked with Dr. Peter Meechan, 

another composer from the UK, and performed two of his works.  The last conductor we learned from was 

Dean McNeill, the head of the jazz program at the U of S.  He helped us prepare three famous jazz pieces with 

his band. 

 

After our morning band practices, we finished the days as a percussion ensemble.  We worked on six different 

ensembles under the direction of Darrell Bueckert, percussion instructor at the U of S.  We also had a session 

via Skype with the principle percussionist for the Saskatoon Symphony, Mathieu Pouliot.  He gave us helpful 

advice about playing percussion in a symphony or orchestra. 

 

During the week, we performed twice with the brass band and once as a percussion ensemble.  The first perfor-

mance was held outdoors in the Vimy Memorial Band Shell.  The second concert was held in Quance Theatre 

and Saturday afternoon was our percussion ensemble concert.  All three performances were really successful 

and as a group we created some very special moments. 
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This residency was very enlightening.  As a percussionist, I usually per-

form solo, or in small ensembles.  This week was my first time playing 

percussion in a band.  Also, I have never performed a work that the con-

ductor wrote; this was intimidating but more fulfilling when you know 

for sure you played it how the composer wanted.  During ensemble re-

hearsals I felt more in my element.  Being paired with musicians who 

had more experience underneath them pushed me to work harder to play 

on their level.  All of the rehearsals were very enjoyable; especially since 

the percussion section was a very compatible group of people. 

I would formally like to thank the SRMTA for this bursary.  This camp 

really furthered my playing and was a positive experience.  Sincerely, 

Sage Barclay-Rosher.  

 

Trinity College of London Report—submitted by Lynn Ewing 

Practical exams took place in Saskatoon on June 16th, a date typical for this centre.  We held the exams in the 

sanctuary of Emmanuel Anglican Church and were very satisfied with the arrangements there.   I would like to 

thank Mary Friesen for her assistance.  

  

Our examiner, Mr. Gordon Croft, awarded the following:  one advanced certificate in piano, two ATCL 

(Recital) diplomas in piano, an ATCL (Recital) diploma in Flute and an LTCL (Recital) diploma in piano. 

Strict confidentiality regulations prohibit me from supplying names of students or teachers, but I will say that 

our candidates hailed from all over Saskatchewan, as well as from Manitoba.  All of the candidates, except for 

one, were successful. 

 

Mr. Croft was pleased with the performances, but advised diploma candidates to remember that they should 

play a recital.   Everything done in the exam room should conform to the candidate’s idea of what a successful 

recital would require.  Be certain to look the part and write succinct programme notes that include reasonable 

timings of each individual work.   The more public performance undertaken in advance, the more convincing 

will be the performance in the exam.  Teachers are advised to have colleagues assess candidate’s communica-

tion and presentation skills as part of the preparation process.   

 

Diploma exams are very satisfying musical experiences for students, and in the words of one candidate give 

one the “feeling of preparing for a real concert”.  The works are heard in absolute silence in their entirety in a 

place suitable for recitals.  Researching and writing programme notes and preparing a suitable concert pro-

gramme equip students with practical skills that carry over into other endeavours, but would be particularly 

useful for prospective music students. 

 

Please consider registering one or more of your students for next year’s session.  Consult the online syllabus 

for a list of repertoire.  Candidates may:  choose entirely off the list in the syllabus; create an “own-choice” 

programme; or mix some “own choice” pieces with works on the syllabus list.   

 

It is most important to have any “own choice” material approved in advance of applying for the exam, so be 

sure to do this in September so there is enough time to receive an approval slip.  This approval slip must ac-

company the application.  Finally, I must receive your applications by February 1st, 2015 for exams next June. 

 

If you have questions please contact me by email at lewing@sasktel.net 
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GORDON WALLIS PIANO COMPETITION REPORT 2014  

- submitted by Eunice Koehler 

The 2014 Gordon Wallis Piano Competition took place, as usual, in conjunction with the Lyell Gustin Piano 

Competition. It was held on May 30, 2014 at Emmanuel Anglican Church on Dufferin Ave. in Saskatoon, SK. 

This year the adjudicator was Peter Jancewicz from Calgary, AB.  

First place in the Performance category went to Shaelynne Sawatsky of Saskatoon, SK, a student of Bonnie 

Nicholson. Shaelynne has won numerous awards and scholarships in the past, including second place in the 

Gustin competition in 2012 and third place in the Gustin competition in 2013.  

Second place in the Performance category went to Eric Bews, also of Saskatoon, SK, a student of Kathleen 

Solose. Eric, too, is a former Gustin winner, placing second in the 2010 Gustin competition as well as receiv-

ing several other awards and scholarships over the years.  

There were no Pedagogy entries this year.  

A special word of thanks goes to Lynn Ewing for continuing to take care of all the details such as booking the 

adjudicator and his accommodations, booking the venue and making certain that the piano is carefully tuned 

and in place, and for arranging a day that proceeds smoothly and efficiently.  

I would encourage you and your students to come join us next year. This competition is a wonderful experi-

ence for everyone involved, the performers as well as those of us in the audience. The price is right (free) and 

the parking is both free and easy. The entertainment is fantastic! Please plan to give yourself a treat and mark 

it on your calendars.  

Summer Sizzle—submitted by Diane Jones 

Yorkton was proud to host the fourteenth annual Northern Lights Canadian National Conservatory of Music Sum-

mer Sizzle Piano Pedagogy Symposium.  It was held on August 18 and 19, 2014 at St. Andrew’s United Church.  

In conjunction with the Summer Sizzle was Keyboard Kamp - composition workshops for students.   This was the 

first year that Keyboard Kamp was held in Yorkton with 48 kids attending.  16 composers were at Summer Sizzle 

presenting workshops to the teachers and working with the piano students at Keyboard Kamp.   

There were many informative workshops for the over 30 teachers in attendance. In the first workshop, Ernst 

Schneider, from British Columbia, shared his personal experiences with Dr. Jean Coulthard; one of the most influ-

ential composers and teachers of her time.    Lessons always started with a cup of tea.  She was a very firm and dis-

ciplined teacher, but very kind.   She never overdid her praise.  Jean never used her compositions with her students 

when she taught them; she put her students first, not wanting to influence them by her own compositions. 

Teresa Richert, also from British Columbia, gave us ideas on how to enhance our studio with workshops and master 

classes.  Workshops could include student performances, music games, other instruments, music history, and com-

position.  Teresa also gave helpful ideas towards organizing master classes; time scheduling, fees, choosing a clini-

cian, and creating the schedule. 
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“The impact of Vocal Music on Playing the Piano” was the workshop presented by Martha Hill Duncan of Ontar-

io.  She examined the addition of vocal imagery to piano teaching, interpretation and performance.  Discussed 

were refined pedal techniques, dynamics, phrasing, articulation, balance and sound production.  Martha empha-

sized that teachers with a good imagination are the best teachers.  She made an interesting thought to ponder on; 

you are responsible for my emotional reaction to your playing.   

Jana Olson, from Alberta, presented “Music Moves”.  In this workshop, we were on our feet moving to the macro

-beats and tapping to the micro-beats.  Music Moves focuses on developing a strong sense of internal rhythm 

from the very first lesson. 

“How to Make Money In Your Studio Before 4 O’clock“ was the workshop presented by Janet Gieck of Saska-

toon.  Musicians usually make their money during other people’s leisure time.  During this workshop, we brain-

stormed how to use our musical talents and earn a living in the earlier hours of the day. 

CNCM (Canadian National Conservatory of Music) gave a mock Northern Lights Star Performance examination.  

There was also a question/answer time regarding CNCM exams with the CNCM examiners.  Did you know that 

CNCM has produced 32 all-Canadian books for educational piano at all levels?  This includes 132 composers and 

836 works! 

At the end of the first day, student performers that had been selected from the Jazz master class sessions played 

for the Summer Sizzle attendees.  

On the second day, Debra Wanless presented a workshop on Reading 101.  Debra gave us hands on ideas to in-

spire and develop reading skills. 

“Bringing Yoga into the Studio” was the workshop given by Mary Hawn of Manitoba. The teachers were intro-

duced to yoga-related activities for musicians and music students. 

Michael Dobinson of Ontario gave an interesting talk on, “When the Notes are Only a Skeleton… Interpreting 

Contemporary Scores.”  Michael began by giving a history of loosely defined music works in the Western Classi-

cal tradition.  He discussed with us why composers might give a performer only a skeleton of a piece.  Several 

songs were put up on power point as he gave suggestions on how to interpret and perform them.  

Wes Froese of Saskatoon shared with us how to teach our students to develop lead lines and improvisation.    

At the end of the second day we enjoyed a Gala Supper.   Ernst 

Schneider gave the keynote address.  Each of the 16 composers 

was recognized and the children were given an opportunity to 

get signatures from them.  The Summer Sizzle Keyboard Kamp 

students presented their original compositions that they created 

with their visiting composer.  It was amazing to hear the perfor-

mances of the various groups – very entertaining.  Silver medal 

winners from the CNCM exams performed as well.  What a 

spectacular concert! 

Summer Sizzle was filled with great workshops, wonderful food, 

and connecting with fellow musicians.   When we weren’t in 

session, we were busy looking at new music at the Trade fair and 

bidding at the silent auction.  Thanks to Laureen Kells and Lau-

rel Teichroeb of the Yorkton branch for the many hours they put 

into organizing this wonderful event!   For those who missed this 

great event, I challenge you to attend Summer Sizzle when it 
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On Being a PIANO Teacher  - Equipped for Success 

- submitted by Lore Ruschiensky and Dennis Weist 

When students register to play in the school band they are given a list of acceptable instruments suitable for a beginning 

student to learn.  The band director gives advice on where to purchase (or rent) the instrument along with detailed in-

structions on how to look after the instrument as well as how maintenance issues are handled.   

When the students are at their lesson and 

band rehearsals, if there is a problem the 

director will often take the instrument to 

check it out to these are caused by the 

condition of the instrument.  And as they 

progress they are given advice as to when 

they need to upgrade their instrument.  

The teacher is often an instrumental part 

of that choice 

When someone plans to begin piano les-

sons they meet the teacher at an interview 

or maybe the first contact is the first les-

son. The teacher may ask what kind of 

instrument they have in the home and the 

word of the parent as to the kind of instru-

ment and the condition of it is normally 

accepted.  Some teachers will insist on an 

acoustic piano but the age or condition is 

rarely considered. A question about when 

it was last tuned may be the extent of the 

teacher’s attention to this part of learning 

the piano. (Tuning a piano is equivalent to 

putting gas in a car.  It does make it per-

form properly.) 

And thus piano lessons begin.  The stu-

dent practices diligently the assignment 

they have been given and returns to lesson 

eager to learn.  Teachers discuss correct 

hand position and tone with much atten-

tion being given to these important aspects 

for beginner piano students. 

After a few months it appears the student 

is not developing the correct hand position 

but rather a lot of tension is setting in.  

Tone is weak at best but the student does 

not seem to be aware until reminded at 

each lesson in which case it may improve 

at that time only to be inadequate again 

the next week.  It becomes obvious that 

the student is getting frustrated as is the 

teacher.  What could be the problem? 

http://www.saskmusicconference.net/
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Is there a chance the piano has exceeded its “best before date” and is merely a piano shaped object?  Is the condition of 

the instrument causing problems that will soon be ingrained and very difficult to change?  

I have to admit being the teacher who had no idea what my students were playing on besides the fact that they said it was 

a piano (I will not even discuss digital instruments as they are not pianos and have no place in PIANO lessons) I knew it 

was important to have the best instrument in my studio that I could afford and to keep it well maintained if I professed to 

be a professional.  But beyond that I felt as many teachers do that it was not my role to tell people what they had to buy 

or how to spend their money.  (If I even thought about it!).   

Life circumstances that opened my eyes to the wonderful instrument that we have the privilege to play caused me to re-

think what I now consider to be a very neglectful attitude on my part about the instruments my students were practicing 

on.   The opportunity to hear and play many brands of pianos made me realize that many of my technical issues were due 

to the inadequate instrument I had learned on.  I began to really listen and think about how that could same issue could 

affect my students.  How could I possibly know if I had never heard or tried out what they were playing.   

So I began to make a point of going to their homes to check things out.  Imagine my horror when I found out one student 

was playing a piano that had fallen off a truck (no one had said anything) and the student was trying to play Grade 8 mu-

sic with incredible tension problems in her effort to make music on something that was no longer a musical instrument. 

Another family had an old family heirloom piano that they LOVED.  But the every note rang on forever after it was 

played which meant that any series of notes turned into cacophony no matter how correctly played!   And the students 

were playing at a grade 7 level.  A very talented student that was progressing very quickly was playing on a very small 

piano where the keyboard was actually 3 or 4 inches lower than a normal piano.  Or one where the springs on the keys 

were 4 times stiffer than they should be – yes that causes a lot of tension!  Or pianos so bright that dynamics is a term to 

be learned in a theory test but not a reality to produce. 

If we want our students to:  1) produce good tone 2) relax 3) be motivated to be good musicians  4) give credible perfor-

mances  5)and yes of course LISTEN.  If these are at least some of the elements required to succeed should they not 

have an instrument that allows them to do that. 

Students will often assume (especially the very musical and talented ones) that it is their fault if they are not able to pro-

duce the results that are required.  Is it any wonder that students want to quit playing the piano if their efforts do not pro-

duce results?  

So over a gradual process I changed my whole approach to being a “piano teacher”.   I now insist that students in my 

studio have an acceptable instrument.  I am aware of every student’s piano as I have been to their homes AND new stu-

dents have a two part interview – first at my house and then at theirs.  I will not take their time or mine to go through the 

exercise of trying to teach them something that they have no chance of accomplishing at home.  As a result, the instru-

ment allows the students to accomplish what the music requires.  Lessons are more productive and the teacher AND stu-

dent are much happier as we can spend our time making MUSIC.   

If you are not bold enough to ask to see your student’s pianos start by rating your satisfaction level with every lesson and 

then make it the ones that are most frustrating the ones where you inquire into the instrument.  You may be surprised to 

find that there is a direct correlation.   

While not every student will be able to upgrade their instrument if what they have is inadequate, they and their parents  

will not even know if they are not told.  What is certain is that it will affect their progress making the lessons that are 

paid for much less worthwhile than if a student can actually practice what they are assigned rather than be frustrated by 

the instrument.     It will for sure make them practice more! 

It is our responsibility to ensure that an inadequate instrument is not the cause of a student’s musical failure.  It is part of 

our job! 
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Regina Branch—submitted by Kimberly Engen 

The Regina Branch initiated a couple of exciting, new events this year, including Lunch and Learn and the 

Technique Olympics.  Lunch and Learn is an informal get-together over lunch, which is open to all music 

teachers.  The purpose is to create open dialogue, provide support to each other, and discuss teaching ideas and 

resources.    

Another new event for the Regina Branch was the Piano Technique Olympics, a chance for students to practice 

their technique in a fun, team competition prior to their June exams.  21 students from Pre-Grade 1 to Grade 10 

participated in this enjoyable event.  We finished the morning with a picnic lunch of hotdogs and popsicles.   

This past year, the Regina Branch again held a number of student recitals.  One exciting change this year was that we 

held a duet/ensemble recital. We were entertained by piano duets, vocal duets and trios and an ensemble, featuring three 

vocalists, two violinists and a pianist performing The Snow by Elgar.  Thank you to Diana Woolrich for coordinating the 

recital series.   

On May 23 we hosted an informative workshop via Skype on Teaching Students with Autism and Asperger’s.   Clinician 

Lynn Ewing provided valuable information on the Autism spectrum, and helpful teaching suggestions and strategies. 

The Regina Branch held a vocal masterclass on October 26 with clinician Kerry Anne Kutz.  Twelve singers between the 

ages of 10 and 18 took part and sang music by Canadian composers, including Saskatchewan composers David L. McIn-

tyre and Robert Ursan.  The singers received excellent feedback and suggestions from the clinician.  Ms. Kutz is origi-

nally from Saskatchewan, and now living in Montreal.  

We finished the teaching year with a lovely supper of East Indian take-out held at Diana Woolrich’s home.  Thank you to 

our hard working Executive and the other volunteers that helped out this year.  Your dedication and efforts are much ap-

preciated.  

 

 

Swift Current Branch—submitted by Barbara Levorson  

This year was a wonderful and busy year for the Registered Music Teachers of Swift Current!  We kicked off 

our year by hosting Cobb Swanson Music of Regina at the home of Marilyn King.  This was a wonderful way 

to start our teaching year to pre-order and browse through many books.  Many thanks to Diane and Flora!! 

In November, we met with local museum curator, Kim Houghtaling, to discuss the plans for the future art gal-

lery and the possibilities of incorporating performance, education and recording opportunities in the new facil-

ity.  We also recognized one of our teachers, Barbara Levorson, as the 2013 RCM Saskatchewan Gold Medal 

recipient for Elementary Piano Pedagogy.  Her teacher, Rebecca Chilton, is also a RMTSC member, and both 

received our heart-felt congratulations!   

We celebrated Canada Music Week with numerous events during the week.  In addition to a student recital on November 

17, 2013, several teachers played piano or guitar at noon-hour concerts at the Swift Current Library.  During the week, 

we offered free teaching demos in drumming (Celia Hammerton), guitar (Michael Eckert-Lyngstad) and Music for 

Young Children (Barbara Levorson).  The week was concluded with a very successful Jazz and Java Night at the Urban 

Ground Café where several teachers and their students performed.  Press releases were made in advance and well re-

ceived by local media, and we look forward to this extended celebration again this year.  Many thanks to Convenors Mi-

chael Eckert-Lyngstad and Andrea Neustaeter for a busy and successful week! 

Branch Reports 
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Music Festival proved to be another busy time of the year, as many of our members do double duty with both the RMT 

group and Music Festival Executive.  In addition to our own Intermediate scholarships awarded to Outstanding Perfor-

mances, we also administer the Margaret Anderson Memorial Scholarship (awarded to Mandy Friesen for Intermediate 

Sacred Vocal), Diana Martens Memorial scholarship (Payton Redekopp for Accompaniment, Lara Folks for Outstanding 

Primary Piano and Dylan Sletten Outstanding Primary Voice), and the RMTSC Outstanding Intermediate Awards 

(Presley Redekopp for Piano and Brennan Schommer for Voice). 

In June, we were pleased to award the Helen McIntosh Memorial Bursary of $250 to graduating Grade 12 student, Tan-

ner Wilhelm Hale. The Helen McIntosh Bursary is awarded to a Grade 12 student who is intending to pursue post-

secondary studies in music.  Tanner is a promising musician studying drums, and we wish him well in his future endeav-

ours!  

At our final June meeting, we welcomed Music Festival scholarship winners, Presley Reddekopp (Piano) and Brennan 

Schommer (Voice), to perform and join us for lunch.  We extend our congratulations to both students on their excellence 

and look forward to watching them continue to develop as musicians. We also want to send our best wishes to Grace 

Funk of Waldeck who has retired from teaching piano this year – Enjoy!! 

Now as summer is drawing to a close, we are looking forward to another busy year of making and sharing the joy of mu-

sic! 

 

WEST CENTRAL BRANCH REPORT—submitted by Claire Seibold  

The West Central Branch is off to a great start with two meetings under our belts by the middle of Sep-

tember!  Our year will be a very full one with hosting and planning for some exciting events.   

 The Young Artist Concert is always a great way to promote Classical music in our rural community 

and we know Allison, Lindsay & Kathleen will impress the Rosetown audience. 

Our Contemporary Showcase adjudicator, Cherith Alexander, will be presenting a workshop for teach-

ers, “Creating a Creative Musician”, in Rosetown on Friday November 21, 2014 from 1:30 – 5:30 

pm followed by supper.  If you are interested in attending this event, please contact Peggy L’Hoir at rplhoir@sasktel.net.  

The following day will be filled with students performing Canadian music and enjoying drumming classes with our own 

Helen Barclay.   

The year will be consumed with planning for the AGM in October of 2015, which our Branch will be hosting in Biggar.  

The Convention, “Creating Community Musicians”, featuring clinicians Debra Wanless, Melissa Hynd and CNCM, is 

designed to give you tools to foster community musicians.  The Friday evening concert, “Brahms, Bongos and Blackber-

ry Wine”, is certain to entertain and inspire.   

A busy year is ahead of us!  As we meet throughout the year, our branch continues to mourn the loss of our beloved 

Marylou Dawes.  She is greatly missed, but her beautiful musical spirit lingers on.  

"Music is a higher revelation than all wisdom and philosophy.  

Music is the electrical soil in which the spirit lives, thinks and invents."  

~ Ludwig van Beethoven ~ 

mailto:rplhoir@sasktel.net
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Speech Arts 101- submitted by Laureen Kells 

As a music (piano teacher), entering my students in our local festival is a routine event.  I know who the Cana-

dian composers are, I know where the graded pieces go and I know how to enter the correct age category.   

I also know, in a general sense, how important public speaking is, to a piano performer.  We have to know and 

be comfortable walking up to the stage.  We are called up to introduce our piece and we have to have a work-

ing knowledge of how to engage our audience.   

A couple of years ago a group of local teachers in the East Central area took it upon ourselves to combine 

these two disciplines in our studios. As a result we now regularly enter our piano students in the speech arts 

discipline.  The results have been well worth the effort – both for ourselves, our students and the most welcom-

ing festival committees who love 

having the extra entries.   

The following are some sugges-

tions to get you started.  

1.     Make use of the SMFA’s 

“Speech Arts Resource Manual”.  

In this book you will find sugges-

tions on public speaking, and ex-

amples of poems that your student 

can enter. 

2.      Turn to the Speech Arts chap-

ter in the SMFA syllabus.  In my 

studio, I encourage all students to 

enter at least two classes in piano. 

This holds true in speech arts as 

well.  On page 120 of the syllabus 

are the Individual Verse Classes as 

well as the Canadian Poetry Class.  

This is where I start.   

3.     I have also had students enter 

the Public Speaking Class. This is 

great for your 4-H student as some 

of them have written their own po-

ems for their 4-H public speaking 

requirement.  (This holds true for 

all the classes. 

4.     Sacred reading – this is a great 

class for your Sunday school stu-

dent.  

http://www.bgpianotech.com/
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5.     Regarding resources, I have found the school library, my favourite used book stores as well as abebooks 

on line as great places to find books of poetry for little or no cost.  

 

6.     Ask your local school teacher if they have an Oratory contest in their school.  Often they will and festival 

gives an excellent chance for these students to shine.  

 

7.     When approaching your student with this, be sure and have in hand the list of festival scholarships that 

are open to anyone in the speech arts discipline. This can provide great motivation.  If your festival doesn’t 

have any awards for speech arts – start one!  

 

8.     Some suggestions for books of poems my students have enjoyed I would direct you to:  

a. Shel Silverstein – great fun.  Child friendly.  Rhymes 

b. See Saw Saskatchewan by Robert Heidbreider – great Canadian source 

c. Oxford Book of Canadian Verse – for older students 

d. Random House Book of Poetry for Children – child friendly. Some Canadian content. 

e. Poems to Learn by Heart – a beautiful collection gathered by Caroline Kennedy (yes, the one 

from the USA) 

f. Literary Experiences – Volume Two – a good resource. Some Canadian.  

http://www.smfa.ca/
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The End of Membership as We Know It—submitted by Laureen Kells 

Recently I read the book “The End of Membership as We Know it” by marketing expert, Sarah L. Sladek. The following 

is a summary of the action plan Ms. Sladek outlines in her book.   

I find these questions thought provoking and feel they would make a good working copy for any organization that is 

struggling to maintain or grow their organization.  I have included the Mission Statement of the SRMTA for information 

and reference.  

Focus 

What is your reason for being? Why does  your association exist? What makes your association unique? 

 

Mission Statement of the SRMTA 

To promote progressive ideas in music education; To encourage professionalism in the art of teaching; To stimulate a 

higher standard of music and culture 

  

Is your association doing this?  How? Do your meetings and activities reflect this mission?  

Goal Setting 

Not just short term – where do you want to be in five years? 

 

Marketing 

Who exactly benefits from membership? What are the top three aspects of the association that your members enjoy/

utilize?  Poll your members.  What are the core benefits of membership? Highlight what you have delivered. What do 

you currently bring to your members to bring them more success? Measure this success wherever possible.  What is the 

target market for recruiting new members?  In the current membership, who is the most engaged and why? Poll your cur-

rent members.  Who can you specifically target for membership?  How can you approach these potential members? Let-

ter writing, phoning, person to person contact? Focus on the associations potential 

 

Troubleshooting – what are the obstacles for growth? 

Declining value in membership? Aging membership?  Declining revenues?  Other….What are the top three?  List them 

then work towards resolving them 

 

Targeted Progress 

What has to happen this year?  Find three or more priorities that must be completed this year.  Be specific - Not just – 

“we need more members” but “we want ten new members in the next 12 months”.  Stay positive – attitudes are conta-

gious. 

http://www.frostadpianoservices.ca/


When is the Best Time of Year to Have My Piano Tuned?  

- submitted by Ben Frostad, CPT 

As a piano technician, I am often confronted with this question. I remember one well-meaning client who 

said they were told never to have their piano tuned at certain times of the year, and insinuated that I was 

amiss for even conducting business during those seasons. Other piano owners seem unaware of the issue; the 

idea that seasonal changes can affect the tuning of a piano is new to them. But whether we are conscious of it 

or not, this is an important issue that can affect how well a piano stays in tune. 

 

So, when is the best time of year to tune a piano? The answer is not as straightforward as one might think. 

There are many variables to consider in making an informed decision. To start with, we have to ask a very 

fundamental question:  

Why do pianos go out of tune? 

 

Why pianos go out of tune 

The basic and most simple answer is this: changes in temperature and humidity. A piano is made of natural 

components such as wood, felt, and even metal. These materials react in subtle yet significant ways that can 

affect the tuning of an instrument. High moisture content will result in the wooden soundboard “crowning” or 

swelling, affecting the bridges attached to it. This results in increased tension on the strings, changing their 

pitch (sharp). When humidity drops, the soundboard and bridges will flatten out, again changing the tension 

and pitch of the strings (flat). These changes in pitch are never even across the piano, causing the piano to 

sound out of tune. 

 

Throughout the year, as seasons change, temperature and humidity fluctuate quite substantially. Here on the 

prairies, although the weather is generally dry, the difference in humidity levels between summer and winter 

can be enormous. This is especially due to the extreme cold temperatures during the winter. When you take 

air that is -20° C at 100% relative humidity and heat it up to +21° C, the humidity drops to roughly 5%. With-

out any sort of humidity control in a home, the air becomes extremely dry in the wintertime. That is a drastic 

change from the 50-80% humidity commonly experienced during the summer months. 

 

There are other factors that can cause a piano to go out of tune. Brand new pianos, or pianos with new strings, 

will lose their tune as the strings stretch over the first year or two. Old pianos with loose tuning pins or 

cracked bridges will have trouble holding tune, and may need extensive repairs done to be made tunable; oc-

casionally the only solution is to replace the entire piano. But by far the greatest impact on a piano’s tuning is 

climate. 

It is important to realize that these changes in humidity affect a piano whether or not it is played. Heavy play-

ing of a piano can accelerate the effects of seasonal changes, but those effects are inevitable. While some pi-

anos are more susceptible to climate changes than others, the fact is that every piano – good or bad, upright or 

grand, new or old – will go out of tune when subjected to extreme changes in temperature or humidity.   

Predicting seasonal changes 

Based on the above information, it should be clear that it is best to avoid tuning a piano during a major sea-

sonal change. When we turn on the central heating in our homes during the fall, or when we turn it off in the 

spring, this has a great effect on indoor humidity levels. The ideal time to tune a piano is several weeks after 

that change has occurred, when you know the humidity will remain constant for the longest. This is not al-

ways easy to predict, however, as our weather in the prairies is notoriously unpredictable. 
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Generally speaking, if you have your piano tuned in March or April, chances are that it may be out of tune 

again by mid-June. Conversely, if you have it tuned in mid-June, it may hold its tuning until the fall (although 

freak high humidity in mid-summer might wreak havoc on the tuning). Tuning a piano in the fall, while desira-

ble for other considerations (see below), presents some complications. Fall is a particularly unstable and unpre-

dictable time of year. A piano that is 

tuned in September or early October will likely go out of tune by December. A piano tuned in December or 

January, however, may hold its tune well until the snow melts and the humidity rises in the spring. 

 

Because of these changes, many clients (particularly piano teachers and professional pianists) tune their pianos 

two to four times per year. Obviously that may not be feasible for every piano owner. The standard recommen-

dation for tuning frequency is “at least once a year”. This helps to ensure that the piano does not fall severely 

flat in pitch, and also provides the opportunity to detect and address any maintenance issues that may come up. 

But regardless of frequency, 

environmental factors are important to keep in mind. 

 

The bottom line that I tell people who ask me is that in our climate there really is no good time of year to tune 

a piano. There is always a risk that climate factors will interfere with the tuning in some way. There are, how-

ever, some preventative measures that you can take, which we will discuss shortly. 

 

Other Considerations 

Climate changes are not the only factors to consider. Schools and teachers usually want their pianos tuned for 

the start of lessons in the fall, and students are often encouraged to do the same. Occasionally there are im-

portant events or performances that require a piano to be tuned at a particular time. Piano owners may want 

their piano to be in tune for particular holidays or family reunions. Concert venues will usually have the piano 

tuned at least once before every performance. These sorts of things may take priority over seasonal changes. 

 

Pianos also usually require a tuning after being moved. It is well-known that moving a piano will affect the 

tuning, but the reason is often misunderstood. Most pianos (unless it is a small, poorly built upright or grand) 

are not affected by the actual move itself, but by the changes in humidity and temperature that accompany the 

move. It is advisable to wait two to three weeks after moving a piano before having it tuned, to give it a chance 

to acclimatize to its new environment 

and ensure a more stable tuning. 

 

Another factor to consider is how the piano is being altered in pitch. Pianos will generally become sharp in the 

summer (with high humidity) and flat in the winter (with low humidity). When a piano is drastically sharp or 

flat, it will require more work to get it in tune at the proper pitch, and the initial tuning will be less stable. For 

this reason, if you tune your piano once per year it is a good idea to have that done around the same time each 

year. That way the piano will be at roughly the same conditions as it was the last time it was tuned, which 

should result in a more stable tuning. 

 

What you can do to help keep your piano in tune longer 

While everything we have covered so far may sound like bad news, the good news is that there is something 

you can do about it. The biggest factor in maintaining tuning stability, by far, is humidity control. If we lived 

in a perfect world, every piano owner would have a climate controlled room for their piano where the tempera-

ture and humidity levels were monitored scrupulously and never fluctuated. But even in our imperfect world, 

every little bit helps. Most piano manufacturers recommend 40% to 50% relative humidity as the ideal condi-

tions for any piano. But in actuality, the most important aspect of humidity control is consistency. Even if the 

piano is only at 30%, if it was kept consistently at that level all year round it would have the best possible tun-

ing stability. 
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There are three main ways to control the hu-

midity levels in your home: The first is by hav-

ing a humidifier installed into your furnace, 

which adds moisture to the air as it is heated. 

Many modern houses have that built in already. 

While this doesn’t completely eliminate fluctu-

ations in humidity, it does help avoid the ex-

tremely dry single-digit RH levels in the win-

ter. A second option is to use a portable in-

room humidifier and have it run during the cold 

season. This can make a big difference, provid-

ed it is maintained and monitored consistently. 

The third option is to purchase a humidity con-

trol system that is installed directly in the pi-

ano. Such a system can be purchased and in-

stalled by your local piano technician. It con-

sists of both a humidifier and dehumidifier 

component, and creates a microclimate inside 

the piano that is kept right around 45% relative 

humidity. Perhaps the best solution in any giv-

en situation would be some combination of the 

three. Every little bit can help to keep you pi-

ano in tune longer. 

 

In short, there is no cut-and-dried answer to the 

question of when in the year you should tune 

your piano. But hopefully this article helps in 

making an informed decision. Every piano 

owner deserves to be made aware of the effects 

of seasonal changes on tuning stability. 

"Music gives a soul to the 

universe,  

wings to the mind,  

flight to the imagination,  

and life to everything."  

~ Plato ~  

http://www.conservatorycanada.ca/
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EXECUTIVE MEMBERS 

 

President:  

Laureen Kells 

Box 57  

Tuffnell, SK  S0A 4G0 

306-272-4762 

lkells@sasktel.net 

 

Past President:  

Audrey Watson 

Box 948  

Rosthern, SK   S0K 3R0 

306-232-4933 

gawatson@sasktel.net 

 

Vice President:  

Lynn Ewing 

726 10th St. E.  

Saskatoon, SK  S7H 0H1 

306-652-2240 

lewing@sasktel.net 

 

Registrar/Treasurer/Secretary:  

Sandra Kerr    

45 Martin Street  

Regina, SK  S4S 3W4  

(306) 584-9547 

skerr.srmta@gmail.com 

 

BOARD MEMBERS 

 

Dorothy Hamm 

Box 656 

Unity, SK   S0K 4L0 

306-228-4579 

murdot@sasktel.net 

 

Marjorie Moldon 

Box 746 

Foam Lake, SK   S0A 1A0 

306-272-4221 

moldon@sasktel.net 

 

Marjorie Klassen 

Box 37 

Glenbush, SK  S0M 0Z0 

306-342-4946 

cklassen@sasktel.net 

 

Janice Elliott-Denike 

101 Leopold Cresc. 

Regina, SK  S4T 6N5 

306-586-3007 

ajdenike@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

CFMTA First Delegate:  
Laureen Kells 

Box 57 

Tuffnell, SK  S0A 4G0 

306-272-4762 

lkells@sasktel.net 

 

CFMTA Second Delegate:  
Lynn Ewing 

726 10th St. E. 

Saskatoon, SK  S7H 0H1 

306-652-2240 

lewing@sasktel.net 
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Webmaster:  
Catherine Moore               

5313 - 2nd Avenue 

Regina, SK S4T 0C1 

(306) 533-6551 

catherinem@sasktel.net  
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Anne McGilp 

35 Porteous Crescent 

Saskatoon, SK S7J 2S7 

(306) 373-8433 

rmtmcgilp@sasktel.net 

 

 

 

 

Dorothy Bee Memorial Scholarship             

Audrey Watson 

Box 948 

Rosthern, SK   S0K 3R0 

306-232-4933 

gawatson@sasktel.net 

 

 

 

 

Florence Bowes Scholarship  

Competition for Piano  

Eunice Koehler 

419 Steiger Way 

Saskatoon, SK S7N 4K2 

(306) 242-9506  

eunicekoehler@gmail.com  
 

mailto:eunicekoehler@gmail.com
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 Canada Music Week         
Dorothy Hamm 

Box 656 

Unity, SK   S0K 4L0 

306-228-4579 

murdot@sasktel.net 

 

 

Composers Division - Vacant         

 

 

Canadian National Conservatory  

Of Music     
Laureen Kells  

Box 57 

Tuffnell, SK   S0A 4G0 

(306) 272-4762 

lkells@sasktel.net 

 

 

London College             
Mark Turner 

231–670 Kenderdine Road 

Saskatoon, SK S7N 4W4  

(306) 652-4413  

turnerstudio@sasktel.net 

 

 

Lyell Gustin Memorial Piano  

Scholarship             
Lynn Ewing     

726 - 10th Street E. 

Saskatoon, SK   S7H OH1 

(306) 652-2240 

lewing@sasktel.net 

 

 

Jean McCulloch Junior Piano  

Competition   

Laureen Kells  

Box 57 

Tuffnell, SK   S0A 4G0 

(306) 272-4762 

lkells@sasktel.net 

 

 

Opus Editor              
Catherine Moore 

5313 - 2nd Avenue 

Regina, SK S4T 0C1 

(306) 533-6551 

catherinem@sasktel.net 

 

U of Regina Senate          
Kimberly Engen 

224 Orchard Crescent 

Regina, SK   S4S 5B8  

(306) 585-7810 

engenk@gmail.com 

 

 

U of Saskatchewan Senate      
Kathleen Lohrenz Gable 

419 Crean Lane 

Saskatoon, SK  S7J 3X3 

(306) 373-1785 

gklh@shaw.ca 

 

 

Royal Conservatory of Music     
Kathleen Lohrenz Gable 

419 Crean Lane 

Saskatoon, SK S7J 3X3  

(306) 373-1785  

gklh@shaw.ca 

 

 

Trinity College             
Lynn Ewing 

726 - 10th Street E 

Saskatoon, SK  S7H 0H1 

(306) 652-2240 

lewing@sasktel.net 

 

 

SMEA                Vacant 

 

 

SMFA                 
Laureen Kells  

Box 57 

Tuffnell, SK   S0A 4G0 

(306) 272-4762 

lkells@sasktel.net 

 

 

SRMTA Community Music Awards      
Sarah Clark Gregory 

Box 1124 

Watrous, SK   S0K 4T0 

(306) 946-2160 

sclarkgreg@yahoo.ca 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SRMTA Summer Music Camp 

Award     
Marjorie Klassen 

Box 37, Glenbush, SK  S0M 0Z0 

306-342-4946 

cklassen@sasktel.net 

 

 

SRMTA/CFMTA Student Composer 

Competition 

Marjorie Moldon 

Box 746, Foam Lake, SK   S0A 1A0 

306-272-4221 

moldon@sasktel.net 

 

 

Gordon C. Wallis Piano  

Competition 

Eunice Koehler 

419 Steiger Way 

Saskatoon, SK S7N 4K2 

(306) 242-9506  

eunicekoehler@gmail.com  
 

Webmaster             
Catherine Moore 

5313 - 2nd Avenue 

Regina, SK  S4T 0C1 

(306) 533-6551 

catherinem@sasktel.net 

 

 

Young Artist             
Cathy Donahue 

Box 7 

Perdue, SK S0K 3C0  

(306) 237-4790  

bcdonahue@xplornet.ca 

mailto:eunicekoehler@gmail.com
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BRANCH PRESIDENTS AND SECRETARIES 

THE BATTLEFORDS BRANCH 

President 

Cathy Swerid 

Box 241, Battleford, SK  S0M 0E0 

(306) 937-2305 

cathysw@sasktel.net 

 

Secretary 

Diane Neil 

Box 24, Unity Sask. S0K 4L0 

(306) 228-3782 

jdneil228@sasktel.net 

 

 

EAST CENTRAL BRANCH 

Secretary 

Angel Liebrecht 

Box 148, Lanigan, SK S0K 2M0 

(306) 365-9989 

liebrecht.a@sasktel.net 

 

 

LLOYDMINSTER BRANCH 

President 

Pam Rollheiser 

Box 3012, Lloydminster, SK S9V 1P4 

(306)825-4168 

nprollheiser@bellevista.ca    

 

 

PRINCE ALBERT BRANCH 

President 

Marilyn Lohrenz 

303 - 25th Avenue, Prince Albert, SK S6V 4P5 

(306) 763-7382 

wmlz@shaw.ca 

 

Secretary  

Lorna Gibson 

405 21st Street West, Prince Albert, SK S6V 4J5  

(306) 763-5996  

rlgibson@shaw.ca 

 

 

REGINA BRANCH 

President  

Kimberly Engen 

224 Orchard Crescent (South), Regina, SK S4S 5B8 

(306) 585-7810engenk@gmail.com 

 

Secretary 

Marina Wensley 

3090 Wascana Glen, Regina, SK  S4V 2L4 

(306) 546-2890 

wensleytm@sasktel.net 

 

SASKATOON BRANCH 

President 

Bonnie Nicholson 

519 Steiger Way, Saskatoon, SK S7N 4K2 

(306) 373-9739 

stephen.nicholson@shaw.ca 

 

Secretary 

Michelle Aalders 

722 Lynd Crescent, Saskatoon, SK S7T 0C6 

(306) 382-9830 

m.aalders@sasktel.net 

 

 

SWIFT CURRENT BRANCH 

President - Vacant 

 

Secretary 

Lois Noble 

427 - 15th Avenue NE, Swift Current, SK S9H 2X5  

(306) 773-1468 

noble.one@sasktel.net 

 

Contact Person 

Marilyn King 

115 MacDonald Place, Swift Current, SK  S9H 4A5 

(306) 773-3906 

c.m.king@sasktel.net 

 

 

WEST CENTRAL BRANCH 

President 

Claire Seibold 

Box 2024, Rosetown, SK   S0L 2V0 

(306) 882-3591 

rcseibold@sasktel.net 

 

Secretary 

Helen Barclay 

41 West Road, Kindersley SK S0L 1S1 

(306) 463-6695  

helen.barclay2@gmail.com 

 

 

YORKTON BRANCH 

President 

Karen Muir 

227 First Ave. N. Yorkton , SK   S3N 1K1 

(306) 783-4836 

kgmuir12@sasktel.net 


